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This article reviews research on the evaluation of women and men who occupy leadership roles. In
these experiments, the characteristics of leaders other than their sex were held constant, and the sex
of the leader was varied. These experiments thus investigated whether people are biased against
female leaders and managers. Although this research showed only a small overall tendency for
subjects to evaluate female leaders less favorably than male leaders, this tendency was more pronounced under certain circumstances. Specifically, women in leadership positions were devalued
relative to their male counterparts when leadership was carried out in stereotypically masculine
styles, particularly when this style was autocratic or directive. In addition, the devaluation of
women was greater when leaders occupied male-dominated roles and when the evaluators were
men. These and other findings are interpreted from a perspective that emphasizes the influence of
gender roles within organizational settings.

The sparse representation of women as leaders and managers, especially at the higher levels of organizations (Bergman,
1986; Nieva & Gutek, 1981; Powell, 1988,1990), raises the question of why women have limited access to leadership roles. Although there may be many reasons why relatively few women
attain positions of leadership, one of the most widely discussed
causes is discrimination against women. To the extent that discrimination accounts for women's underrepresentation in the
ranks of leaders and managers, women's credentials and performance are not fairly evaluated. The same leadership behaviors,
when performed by a woman, may be viewed less favorably
than they are when performed by a man. This issue has become
critical in legal cases that focus on gender discrimination. For
example, discrimination was contended in the well-known case
of Ann Hopkins, who was denied partnership in the accounting
firm of Price Waterhouse, despite her outstanding record by
objective criteria (e.g., the monetary value of the accounts she
obtained for the firm; Glaberson, 1988; McCarthy, 1988). According to the discrimination interpretation of the Hopkins
case, her apparently assertive and forceful behavior in relation
to her staff and colleagues was negatively evaluated, merely
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because she is female. As Fiske, Bersoff, Borgida, Deaux, and
Heilman (1991) argued, gender stereotypes may have caused
her behavior to be interpreted differently than that of male
colleagues. The very same behavior would have been viewed as
acceptable and perhaps evaluated quite favorably had she been
male.
The gender discrimination issue that such cases raise is extremely important: Are women evaluated less favorably than
men when performing leadership and managerial behaviors,
even though in some objective sense the women's and men's
behaviors are equivalent? If people are biased to evaluate female
leaders' efforts less favorably than those of their male counterparts, women who aspire to leadership roles would encounter
very serious barriers to entering these roles and advancing to
higher levels within organizations.
We evaluate this gender discrimination issue by integrating
research that has addressed the issue of whether women are
devalued in leadership roles. This review is confined to experiments whose designs held constant the characteristics of
leaders other than their sex and varied the sex of the leaders. In
this article, we first place our project in the context of other
discussions of research on gender and leadership. We then describe the experimental paradigms within which evaluations of
female and male leaders have been compared and provide a
theoretical analysis that yields predictions for our meta-analysis. Finally, after presenting the method and results of our review, we discuss its findings and explore their implications for
women's functioning in leadership roles.

An Analysis of Gender and the Evaluation of Leaders
Other Discussions of Research on Gender and Leadership
Fortunately, the empirical literature addressing the issue of
whether women are devalued in leadership roles is substantial.
Although a number of social scientists have attempted to sum-
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marize this research, these reviews have not been based on a
systematic sample of the available studies, and most have been
somewhat equivocal in their conclusions. For example, Bartol
and Martin (1986) suggested that any tendency to evaluate
women unfavorably in leadership roles depends on a number of
interacting variables (e.g., sex of evaluators). Several reviewers
have suggested that leadership style may be a moderating variable (e.g., Betz & Fitzgerald, 1987; Friesen, 1983; Nieva & Gutek, 1980,1981; Terborg, 1977). In general, most reviewers have
been quite cautious and have emphasized that findings have
been inconsistent across studies. Yet Powell and Butterfield
(1982) favored the null hypothesis that "female leaders are not
evaluated or perceived differently from male leaders when engaging in the same behavior" (p. 1172). In contrast, Van Fleet
and Saurage (1984) maintained that "there is. . .considerable
research showing that [leadership] performance by females is
frequently subjectively evaluated less favorably than identical
performance by males" (p. 20).
Given this considerable divergence of opinions about the
findings of empirical research on the evaluation of male and
female leaders, a thorough review of the relevant findings is
worthwhile. Moreover, methodological advances allow contemporary reviewers to use meta-analytic techniques, which apply
statistically justified methods to the task of integrating research findings (see Cooper, 1989; Hedges & Olkin, 1985; Rosenthal, 1984). Therefore, our review is designed to provide a
systematic, quantitative integration of the available research on
the evaluation of male and female leaders. Our review can be
contrasted with prior efforts to summarize this research, which
are quite vulnerable to error because of their relatively informal, qualitative methods and their incomplete and unsystematic sampling of the available studies.
The only prior meta-analysis containing studies on the evaluation of male and female leaders is a considerably more general
review carried out by Swim, Borgida, Maruyama, and Myers
(1989). The domain of this review was all studies in which the
sex of target persons was varied and subjects evaluated "a behavior produced by the target person, such as a job performance or
articles written by the target person" (p. 412). Although the
sample of leadership studies that we located for our meta-analysis was suitable for Swim and colleagues' review, they included
only 14 of the 56 documents that we included in our review.1
This fact suggests that Swim and associates achieved only very
partial coverage of research in which the behavior that subjects
evaluated was leadership. Moreover, because of the very general
focus of the analysis provided by Swim and her colleagues, they
did not address the issues that have been considered important
in discussions of gender and leadership—for example, whether
women are devalued when manifesting some but not other leadership styles or in some but not other organizational contexts.
To place our meta-analysis of research on the evaluation of
male and female leaders in the context of other research on
gender and leadership, we note that investigators have examined several issues in addition to potentially prejudicial evaluations of female leaders. A large number of studies explored the
leadership styles of women and men to determine whether they
carry out leadership roles differently. Eagly and Johnson (1990)
have meta-analyzed this domain of research. Their review produced a number of findings, most notably a tendency for

women to lead in a more democratic and participative style
than men (see discussion in Predictions About Moderating Variables subsection). Other studies of gender and leadership examined the extent to which women or men emerge as leaders in
initially leaderless groups. Eagly and Karau's (1991) quantitative
review of this literature produced an overall tendency for men
to emerge as leaders as well as a number of situational variables
that moderated this tendency. Finally, another focus of research
on gender and leadership is the relative effectiveness of men
and women who occupy leadership roles in groups or organizations. Eagly and her collaborators are currently working on a
quantitative review of this domain.
Research Paradigms for Examining the Evaluation
of Leaders
In interpreting our meta-analysis, readers should keep in
mind the research paradigms that investigators have used to
study the evaluation of female and male leaders. The most important attribute of the design of these studies is that they are
true experiments in the sense that characteristics of leaders
other than their sex are held constant and the sex of the leader is
a manipulated variable. With such a design, any differences in
evaluations of women and men can be ascribed to subjects'
biased perceptions, at least insofar as researchers have successfully equated female and male leadership behavior. Because of
the requirement that leaders' sex be a manipulated variable,
these studies do not examine subjects' evaluations of men and
women who actually occupy leadership or managerial roles in
natural settings. Because there would be no way to ensure that
men's and women's behavior is equivalent in natural settings,
differences in the evaluation of male and female leaders could
be due to genuine differences in their behavior as well as to
perceivers' gender bias.
Within this general paradigm of presenting respondents with
equivalent male and female leaders, two types of studies have
been popular, one using written vignettes and the other using
confederates trained to lead in a particular style. Although the
mode of presenting information about leadership is quite different in these two types of studies, we did not predict that
findings would differ. Thus, the most common type, featuring
written vignettes, is modeled after the seminal Rosen and Jerdee (1973) study, in which written descriptions of managerial
behavior were presented to subjects who evaluated these managers' effectiveness. Each subject read one version of a vignette
in which a female or male manager responded to a supervisory
problem using one of four managerial styles in dealing with
subordinates who were female, male, or of both sexes. Subjects
then rated the manager on several evaluative scales. In another
early study of this general type, Bartol and Butterfield (1976)
had subjects read descriptions of (and subsequently evaluate)
male and female managers whose characteristic leadership
style took four different forms.
These studies in which subjects evaluated descriptions of
1
A portion of this discrepancy in the number of documents is accounted for by Swim, Borgida, Maruyama, and Myer's(1989) exclusion
of unpublished studies, including dissertations.
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managerial behavior can be contrasted with experiments in
which subjects evaluated male and female confederates who
had been trained to lead in particular styles. In the earliest of
these studies, Lee and Alvares (1977) trained confederates to
supervise a simulated industrial task in three different leadership styles. The subjects carried out the task as the confederate's
subordinates and subsequently evaluated him or her on a questionnaire. In another example of a study in which confederates
served as leaders, Kushell and Newton (1986) trained female
and male confederates to lead in two differing styles. While
behaving in one of the two styles, each confederate led a group
of subjects in. a decision-making task. The subjects then evaluated the confederate's leadership.
Overall Prediction for the Evaluation of Male and
Female Leaders
Our predictions about the evaluation of male and female
leaders within these research paradigms stemmed from Eagly's
(1987) gender-role theory as well as the findings produced by
Eagly and Johnson's (1990) meta-analysis of sex differences in
leadership style. Gender-role theory maintains that people develop expectations for their own and others' behavior based on
their beliefs about the behavior that is appropriate for men and
women. However, in an organizational setting, people develop
expectations about the behavior that is appropriate for a leader
or manager (Phillips & Lord, 1982), and these more specific
expectations should be a more important determinant of people's reactions to one another than more diffuse, gender-based
expectations. Nonetheless, gender roles may continue to have
some importance in organizational settings, with the consequence that women are regarded not as generic managers, but
as female managers and men are regarded as male managers.
Indeed, research supports the idea that people's expectations
about managerial behavior depend to some extent on managers' gender (e.g., Heilman, Block, Martell, & Simon, 1989;
Russell, Rush, & Herd, 1988). The idea that leaders are perceived simultaneously in terms of their gender and their organizational role is consistent with the more general concept of
gender-role spillover, which is "a carryover into the workplace
of gender-based expectations for behavior" (Gutek & Morasch,
1982, p. 58; see also Nieva & Gutek, 1981).
Gender-role spillover would have different consequences for
women than for men. Because people's expectations about the
behaviors appropriate for leaders and managers match their
expectations about men more closely than their expectations
about women (Heilman et al., 1989; Schein, 1973), women are
to some extent subjected to incompatible expectations from
leadership roles and the female gender role, as numerous social
scientists have maintained (e.g., Bass, 1981; Bayes & Newton,
1978; Kruse & Wintermantel, 1986; O'Leary, 1974; Ragins &
Sundstrom, 1989). According to this argument, female leaders
and managers face a dilemma: By fulfilling people's expectations concerning leadership, they violate conventions concerning appropriate female behavior. As a consequence, women in
leadership roles may be devalued relative to their male counterparts—that is, perceived as behaving less competently and as
having less ability and effectiveness as a leader. Thus, our overall prediction for the meta-analysis is that female leaders are

perceived somewhat less favorably than equivalent male
leaders.
In addition to a tendency for women in leadership roles to be
evaluated negatively, their behavior may be regarded as more
extreme than that of their male counterparts—that is, as more
dominant and controlling, and, in general, as embodying a
higher level of prototypical leadership qualities. This perception of female leaders as more extreme than their male counterparts would be likely to occur to the extent that female leadership behaviors are quite discrepant from people's stereotypes
about women and are therefore perceptually contrasted from
these stereotypes (see Manis, Nelson, & Shedler, 1988). This
possibility is also consistent with the variant of attribution
theory known as correspondent inference theory (Jones & Davis,
1965; Jones & McGillis, 1976), if women's lower status in society is seen as a situational pressure that makes leadership behavior less likely. Correspondent inference theory maintains (and
empirical studies have shown; e.g., Ajzen, 1971) that the less
likely an act, given the actor's situation, the stronger are perceivers' inferences that the actor's underlying disposition corresponds to the actor's behavior. Perceivers might thus believe
that leadership behaviors indicate a stronger underlying disposition to lead when they observe women in a leadership role,
because women's lower status militates against leadership.
Predictions About Moderating Variables
Leadership style. In addition to our general prediction that
female leaders are evaluated somewhat more negatively than
their male counterparts, we derived a more detailed set of predictions that take leadership style into account. These predictions stem from a construct that might be dubbed gender-role
congruency, which we defined as the extent to which leaders
behave in a manner that is congruent with gender-role expectations. Specifically, women can adopt a leadership style that is
relatively feminine and therefore congruent with their gender
role, or they can adopt a leadership style that is relatively masculine and therefore incongruent with their gender role. The
gender-role congruency of female leaders' behavior should influence the degree to which they experience role conflict and
violate other people's expectations about their behavior. To the
extent that women lead in a feminine style, they may largely
escape the role conflict that they would otherwise experience
in leadership and managerial roles and may not be subjected to
the negative evaluations that they would otherwise receive. In
contrast, to the extent that women lead in a masculine style,
they may exacerbate their role conflict and increase the likelihood of receiving unfairly negative evaluations of their performance. Consistent with this reasoning, when reviewers of research on gender and leadership have acknowledged a specific
set of positive findings, some have maintained that research has
tended to support these predictions about gender-typed leadership styles (e.g., Betz & Fitzgerald, 1987; Friesen, 1983; Nieva &
Gutek, 1980,1981; Powell, 1990; Terborg, 1977).
Whether the gender-role congruency of men's leadership
styles would have a similar impact on how they are evaluated is
a more complex question. It might seem that a straightforward
application of the congruency principle would suggest that
men would elicit negative evaluations when leading in a femi-
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nine style, just as women would elicit negative evaluations when
leading in a masculine style. However, another important
aspect of male leaders' situation needs to be taken into account
—namely, that they do not face a basic role conflict parallel to
the conflict that women face in their dual status as women and
leaders. Whereas the details of female leaders' style may be
scrutinized because of this role conflict and may ameliorate the
conflict, men's styles may be less consequential for how they are
evaluated because their leadership is not viewed as problematic. Given that leadership by men is ordinarily perceived as
legitimate, the details of their performance are less likely to be
questioned, given a generally satisfactory level of competence.
Therefore, as a consequence of the consensual belief that men
have a right to lead, they may enjoy greater latitude to carry out
leadership in a variety of masculine or feminine styles.
Masculine and feminine leadership styles can be understood
in terms of the content of people's stereotypes about women
and men. Thus, factor-analytic studies of gender stereotypes
(e.g., Broverman, Vogel, Broverman, Clarkson, & Rosenkrantz,
1972; Eagly & Steflen, 1984) have shown that the majority of
people's beliefs about male and female behavior can be summarized in a general way in terms of differences on two dimensions, the communal and the agentic (Bakan, 1966). Women are
expected to possess high levels of communal attributes, including being friendly, unselfish, concerned with others, and emotionally expressive. Men are expected to possess high levels of
agentic qualities, including being independent, masterful, assertive, and instrumentally competent. When applied to leadership, these communal and agentic stereotypes suggest that female-stereotypic forms of leadership are interpersonalry oriented and collaborative, whereas male-stereotypic forms of
leadership are task-oriented and dominating (see Cann & Siegfried, 1990).
These gender-stereotypic aspects of leadership style mirror
Bales's (1950) distinction between socioemotional leaders and
task leaders as well as the distinction between the interpersonalry oriented and task-oriented aspects of leadership that was
emphasized in the Ohio State studies on leadership (e.g., Halpin, 1957; Halpin & Winer, 1957; Hemphill & Coons, 1957;
Stogdill, 1963). In the Ohio State research, interpersonal orientation, labeled consideration, included leadership behaviors
such as helping and doing favors for subordinates, looking out
for their welfare, explaining procedures, and being friendly and
available. Task orientation, labeled initiation of structure, included leadership behaviors such as having subordinates follow
rules and procedures, maintaining high standards for performance, and making leader and subordinate roles explicit.
Although the gender-role congruency argument thus suggests that women may be evaluated relatively favorably when
leading in an interpersonalry oriented style and unfavorably
when leading in a task-oriented style, the findings of Eagry and
Johnson's (1990) meta-analysis suggest that a more narrowly
defined aspect of leadership style may be especially relevant to
prejudicial evaluations of female leaders. This stylistic dimension is the tendency to (a) behave democratically and allow subordinates to participate in decision making or (b) behave autocratically and discourage subordinates from participating in decision making (Lewin & Lippitt, 1938; Likert, 1961; Vroom &
Yetton, I973).2 This democratic-autocratic dimension of style

relates to gender stereotypes because one component of the
agentic or instrumental aspect of these stereotypes is that men
are relatively dominant and controlling—in other words, more
autocratic and directive than women are.
Our prediction that women would be more negatively evaluated than men when behaving autocratically or directively
stems from Eagly and Johnson's (1990) meta-analytic finding
that this aspect of leadership style produced the largest sex
difference in leadership style. Basing their meta-analysis on
studies that examined the most frequently researched types of
leadership style, Eagly and Johnson found that in studies conducted in organizations, female and male leaders did not differ
in interpersonally oriented style or in task-oriented style, but
they did differ in the tendency to lead democratically or autocratically. Women tended to adopt a more democratic or participative style and a less autocratic or directive style than men
did.3
Eagly and Johnson (1990) speculated that the sex difference
in democratic-autocratic style among organizational managers
might be due to any of several factors, including underlying
differences in female and male personality and skills. \et they
emphasized that this sex difference might be due to attitudinal
bias against female leaders. Thus, the skepticism that people
commonly express about women's capabilities in managerial
and leadership roles (see reviews by O'Leary, 1974; Riger &
Galligan, 1980; Terborg, 1977) may be intensified when women
in these roles attempt to take charge in an especially authoritative manner. Autocratic, directive leadership on the part of
women would be especially disruptive to traditional patterns of
deference between women and men. Proceeding in a participative and collaborative mode in accomplishing managerial tasks
may enable many female managers to win acceptance from
initially skeptical subordinates and thereby remove one barrier
to effectiveness. Because male leaders are not ordinarily constrained by subordinates' and colleagues' negative attitudinal
bias, they are freer to lead in an autocratic and nonparticipative
2

Although Bass (1981) distinguished between (a) democratic versus
autocratic leadership and (b) participative versus directive leadership,
Eagly and Johnson (1990) treated these measures as a single class because they found this distinction difficult to maintain when categorizing leadership styles and measures. Researchers typically have regarded styles of this general type as a single, bipolar dimension, because democratic and autocratic styles presumably are incompatible.
In contrast, interpersonal and task styles apparently are not incompatible, as suggested by the preference of most researchers for treating
these styles as separate, relatively orthogonal dimensions.
3
However, both interpersonalry oriented and task-oriented styles
were somewhat gender-stereotypic in the two other classes of leadership studies that Eagly and Johnson (1990) investigated—namely, (a)
laboratory experiments and (b) assessment studies, which were denned
as studies that assessed the leadership styles of people not selected for
occupancy of leadership roles. These findings are consistent with the
predictions of gender-rote theory (Eagly, 1987), which suggests that
behavior is less gender-stereotypic in organizations because organizational roles tend to be more salient and have more of an impact than
gender roles in these settings. In contrast, the tendency for women to
lead more democratically and less autocratically than men was found
in all three classes of leadership studies (laboratory experiments, assessment studies, and organizational studies).
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manner, should they so desire. The findings of Eagly and Johnson's meta-analysis and their argument about attitudinal bias
thus suggest that the tendency to evaluate female leaders more
negatively than male leaders should be especially strong when
women lead in an autocratic, directive style.
Sex distribution in leadership role. A related prediction concerns the impact of the distribution of women and men into
leadership roles. Although leadership roles are regarded as generally more suitable for men than women, certain of these roles
are female-dominated (e.g., nursing supervisor) and are presumably perceived as congenial for women. In contrast, other leadership roles (e.g., military officer) are extremely male-dominated
and are presumably perceived as especially congenial for men.
The gender-role congruency principle suggests that an overall
tendency for women to be devalued relative to men in leadership roles would be accentuated to the extent that such roles are
male-dominated (or on other bases are perceived as especially
masculine) and lessened to the extent that such roles are female-dominated (or on other bases are perceived as especially
feminine). Consistent with this prediction, narrative reviewers
of research on evaluations of work performance have stated that
people derogate women's performance more strongly in maletyped jobs than in female-typed jobs (Landy & Farr, 1980;
Nieva & Gutek, 1980,1981; Ragins & Sundstrom, 1989).
Any tendency for women to be devalued more strongly in
male-dominated roles than in female-dominated roles may
also be related to the greater salience of numerically rare (i.e,
token) members of social categories as well as to their greater
causal prominence as shown by observers' ascription of greater
assertiveness, confidence, and strength of personality to tokens
(e.g., Mullen, 1991; Taylor, Fiske, Etcoff, & Ruderman, 1978). In
addition, some studies have suggested that numerically rare
group members are perceived more stereotypically (Crocker &
McGraw, 1984; Kanter, 1977; Taylor et al, 1978). Although the
tendency to be perceived as stronger and more assertive and the
tendency to be perceived gender-stereotypically are contradictory for women, should either one of these tendencies emerge, it
could be problematic for female leaders. Thus, given some attitudinal bias against women's leadership (see Riger & Galligan,
1980; Terborg, 1977), increased salience and causal prominence could well be disadvantageous for female leaders, who
might then be perceived as overly strong and assertive. In contrast, enhanced strength and assertiveness should be acceptable
for male leaders, because their leadership is regarded as legitimate. Also, given the disparity we have noted between the stereotypes of women and manager, it would no doubt be disadvantageous for female managers to be perceived gender-stereotypically and therefore to be regarded, for example, as relatively
dependent and unaggressive. As a consequence, numerical rarity in a role or occupation may well result in devaluation and
general disadvantage for token women but not token men, a
generalization that has received some empirical support (Johnson & Schulman, 1989; Ott, 1989; \bder & Sinnett, 1985).
Sex of subjects and sex of subordinates. Additional predictions concern the impact of the sex of the subjects and the sex of
the leader's subordinates on perceptions of male and female
leaders. Because placing women in leadership positions upsets
the traditional societal gender hierarchy, male subjects might,
in a sense, have more to lose by approving female leadership

because their status vis^a-vis women would decline. Thus, male
subjects may be more prone than female subjects to reject female leaders. Such a tendency is potentially consistent with
Swim and co-workers' (1989) report that even though male subjects were in general no more likely than female subjects to
derogate women's behavior, male subjects' findings were particularly inconsistent across studies. Perhaps men are especially
likely to devalue women's behavior in the situation we are examining—namely, when women occupy leadership roles. The
gender hierarchy argument that female leadership upsets traditional relations between the sexes also suggests that female
leaders may be especially devalued when they direct male subordinates. Women's leadership of women, although often somewhat nontraditional, would not be as thorough a reversal of the
traditional pattern as women's leadership of men.
Other predictions. The quality of women's leadership might
affect the amount of bias against them. According to some
reviewers (e.g., Riger & Galligan, 1980; Wallston & OT-eary,
1981), when the quality of women's leadership is ambiguous, or
at least not known to be outstanding, it may be devalued relative to men's leadership. In contrast, when women's behavior is
identified as outstanding, it may be evaluated without negative
bias or even be overevaluated relative to men's behavior (see
Abramson, Goldberg, Greenberg, & Abramson, 1977). However, other reviewers (e.g., Nieva & Gutek, 1980) have argued
that successful or competent women would be especially devalued relative to equivalent men because successful performance
is inconsistent with women's generally lower status and presumed lesser competence. Following this logic, the level of a
leader's position within an organization (i.e., as line manager,
middle manager, or higher manager) might also affect evaluations: Women who attain relatively high managerial positions
may receive especially prejudicial evaluations because their
high status is inconsistent with their female gender.
Finally, the effect of leaders' sex should become smaller as
the amount of other information that subjects possess about the
leaders increases. Such a prediction is consistent with more
general evidence suggesting that stereotypic judgments are
weakened in the presence of individuating information (Deaux
& Lewis, 1984; Eagly, Ashmore, Makhijani, & Longo, 1991;
Locksley, Borgida, Brekke, & Hepburn, 1980; Locksley, Hepburn, & Ortiz, 1982).

Method
Sample of Studies
Computer-based information searches were first conducted using
the keywords leader and leadership when paired with terms such as
gender, sex, sex differences, women, and female. These keywords were
searched using the following data bases: Psychological Abstracts
(PsycINFO, 1966 to 1988), Dissertation Abstracts International (DISS,
1961 to 1988), Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC, 1966
to 1988), and a worldwide business and management data base (ABI/
INFORM, 1971 to 1988). Subsequent searches in PsycINFO, DISS,
and ABI/INFORM used keywords related to leadership (e.g., manager,
executive, supervisor, administrator, coach, and military officer) and
paired them with terms such as (a) evaluation, perception, and rating,
and (b) gender, sex, sex differences, women, and female. The Social
SciSearch data base (1973 to 1988) was also searched to locate articles
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that cited Rosen and Jerdee (1973), the seminal study dealing with
standardized presentation of male and female leaders. All searches
ended with the latest information available in October or November
1988. Additionally, we searched through numerous review articles,
chapters, and books as well as the reference lists of all located studies.
Criteria for including studies in the sample were that (a) leadership,
management, or supervision was portrayed or enacted; (b) subjects
rated or otherwise reacted to one or more leaders; (c) at least one of
subjects' ratings or other reactions was evaluative; (d) one independent
variable was the sex of the target person in a leadership position; (e) any
characteristics of the leader other than sex were either held constant or
varied but represented identically for both sexes; and (f) research participants were adolescents and adults from the United States or Canada
who were not sampled from populations with clinically diagnosed disorders.
Studies were omitted from the sample if there was insufficient documentation of the stimulus persons' status as leaders, managers, or supervisors. For example, studies excluded on this basis identified target
individuals as occupants of seating positions at the head of the table
(e.g., Porter & Geis, 1981; Porter, Geis, & Jennings, 1983) or as job
candidates whose resumes were presented to subjects (e.g., Dipboye,
Arvey, & Terpstra, 1977).
Studies were also excluded from the sample if there was insufficient
evidence that the male and female leaders were equivalent except for
their sex. This outcome occurred when the past performance and style
of the male and female leaders were not identical (e.g., April, 1976) and
when role-playing studies failed to provide detailed standardized
scripts for the actors playing the leaders (Stitt, Schmidt, Price, & Kipnis, 1983). Studies involving only portrayalsof extremely deviant leadership were also eliminated—for example, a history of making inappropriate decisions and creating problems in the organization (Giacalone,
1988).
In summary, our selection criteria narrowed our sample to studies
depicting male and female leadership in a standardized fashion. The
resulting sample (see Appendix) consisted of 56 documents reporting
61 studies.
To enable us to test our hypotheses about potential moderating variables such as leadership style, we divided each study that manipulated
such a variable. For such studies, subjects within each level of the potential moderating variable were thus separately represented in our
data analysis. Although this partitioning of some studies created nonindependence in our data, the strategy allowed us to take studies'
theory-relevant interactions into account and to test our predictions
about moderating variables.
This partitioning was undertaken when (a) different leadership
styles were portrayed (25 studies; e.g., Bartol & Butterfield, 1976), (b)
the masculinity-femininity of the leader's role or task was varied (3
studies; e.g., Knight & Saal, 1984), (c) different levels of the quality of
the leader's performance were portrayed (16 studies; e.g., Brief & Wallace, 1976), or (d) the sex of the leader's subordinates was varied (10
studies; e.g., Pence, 1980).4 A study that manipulated one of these variables was partitioned only if its reported findings were sufficient to
allow the computation of separate effect sizes within the levels of the
variable or to determine the direction or significance of its findings
within the levels. By this strategy, 15 studies yielded only 1 unit, 29
studies yielded 2,4 yielded 3,11 yielded 4,1 yielded 6, and 1 yielded 12.
Our original sample of 61 studies thus produced 147 units, of which 15
were intact studies and 132 were subdivided parts of studies. For simplicity of exposition, we refer to these units as studies in the remainder
of the manuscript. For 33 of these 147 units, the report lacked enough
statistical detail to allow an effect size to be computed (but did at least
yield a report that the sex comparison was nonsignificant or that the
comparison went in the male or female direction). For some analyses,
the 147 units were further partitioned by sex of subject when the data

were reported separately for male and female subjects. When thus partitioned, 221 units were available for analysis, 76 of which lacked an
effect size.

Variables Coded From Each Study
The following general information was coded from each report: (a)
publication year, (b) publication form (journal article, book chapter,
dissertation or master's thesis, or unpublished document), (c) proportion of male authors,5 (e) number of observations,6 and (f) number of
judgments aggregated into each observation underlying the study-level
effect sizes.7
The following aspects of the dependent variables were also coded: (a)
type of dependent variable (competence [e.g., expertise, effort, productivity, and general evaluation], satisfaction with leader [e.g., likability,
desire to work with leader, and group cohesiveness], or leadership
style),8 (b) specific leadership style used as dependent variable (interpersonal orientation [e.g., consideration, maintenance, and socioemotional tendency], task orientation [e.g., initiation of structure and focus
on task], potency [e.g., power, authority, and influence], or not a style
measure),9 and (c) method of assessing dependent variable (subjects'
rating of leader's characteristics or researchers' coding of subjects' behavior).
The following characteristics of the portrayal of leadership were
coded: (a) leadership style portrayed (interpersonally oriented, task
oriented, autocratic, democratic, other, or mixed or no information),
(b) masculinity-femininity of leadership style portrayed (masculine,
feminine, or mixed or no information),10 (c) quality of leader's performance (high, medium, low, or mixed or no information), (d) sex distri-

4
Among the 61 studies, 8 were partitioned on two bases (e.g., leadership style and quality of leader's performance; Butterfield & Powell,
1981).
5
The sex of the authors of the research reports was included because
this variable has predicted effect sizes in several studies of sex differences in social behavior (e.g., Eagly & Carli, 1981; Eagly & Johnson,
1990; Wood, 1987).
' The number of observations is the n taken into account by the
statistical analysis for the effects of leader sex.
7
For example, each study-level observation might represent a subject's ratings of a leader on four items, for a total of four judgments.
Study-level effect sizes were aggregated across all of the dependent
variables (see Computation and Analysis of Effect Sizes subsection). To
the extent that measures were based on multiple observations, they
should yield more reliable estimates of evaluations of female and male
leaders, in the manner that the number of items in a test relates to the
reliability of the total test (e.g., Ghiselli, 1964).
8
Because we included only evaluative dependent variables, certain
classes of variables encountered in the studies were omitted (e.g., attributional ratings).
9
The interpersonal-orientation category included all measures assessing communal tendencies, and the task-orientation category included all measures assessing agentic tendencies (see discussion of
communal and agentic dimensions of gender stereotypes early in this
article).
10
High autocratic, high task, and low interpersonal styles were considered masculine; high interpersonal, low autocratic, and low task
styles were considered feminine. Combinations of styles (e.g., high task
and low interpersonal) were similarly classified if both components fit
the masculine or feminine class. Because authors provided clear labels
for the styles that were portrayed (e.g., autocratic style and consideration style), classification of styles into masculine and feminine categories was easily accomplished.
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bution in leadership role (mainly men, mainly women, balanced, or
unclear)," (e) sex of subordinates (men, women, both, or unknown or
unclear), (f) level of leadership portrayed (first or line, second or middle, third or higher, or ambiguous, mixed, or unknown), (g) stimulus
modality (written, videotaped, live, or more than one), and (h) amount
of individuating information presented along with sex information
(considerable [e.g., face-to-face interaction longer than a few minutes]
or moderate [e.g., short face-to-face interaction and informative written
description]).
The following aspects of the group or organizational context of leadership were coded: (a) social context of leadership (small group with
leader-subordinate interaction observed by subjects, small group with
subjects serving as subordinates, organizational with leadership described, organizational with leader-subordinate interaction observed
by subjects, organizational with subjects serving as subordinates, or
organizational in more than one context), (b) type of organizational
context (business or manufacturing; educational, excluding athletics;
educational, athletics; other or more than one; or not organizational
context [i.e., small group ]), and (c) group size when context was a small
group.
In addition, the following characteristics of the subjects were coded:
(a) sex of subjects (men, women, or both), (b) nationality of subjects
(American or Canadian), and (c) source of subject population (high
school students, college undergraduates, business or management
graduate students, other graduate students, managers, nonmanagerial
or mixed employee sample, or other or mixed).
The following characteristics of the research designs were coded: (a)
method of ensuring equivalence between male and female leadership
(same written description, same script, or both methods), (b) multiple
leaders for each sex (yes or no),12 (c) within- versus between-subjects
variation of leader sex (within, between, or other, mixed, or unclear),
(d) independent variables other than leader's sex in design (number
recorded), and (e) unusual features of statistical analysis (yes or no).
These variables were independently coded by Mona G. Makhijani
and Bruce G. Klonsky, with a median agreement of 99% (estimated
kappa = .94); the variable multiple leaders for each sex yielded the
lowest agreement, 85% (kappa = .69). Disagreements were resolved by
discussion.

Computation and Analysis of Effect Sizes
The effect size calculated is g, the difference between the means of
the female and male groups, divided by the pooled standard deviation.13 The sign of the difference was positive when male leaders were
rated more favorably than female leaders and negative when female
leaders were rated more favorably. For the 510 effect sizes that were
computed, the computation was based on (a) means and standard deviations or error terms for 483 effect sizes, (b) Fand t for 15 effect sizes,
and (c) level p values (e.g., p < .05) for 12.
Because an effect size was computed whenever authors had provided
sufficient statistical detail for any dependent variable, the 510 effect
sizes were derived from data on different individual rating scales, as
well as on different composite measures that authors of the studies had
computed by aggregating two or more ratings. To facilitate the analysis
of these diverse measures, we aggregated them in various ways prior to
analyzing them. When two or more measures assessed the same type
of dependent variable (e.g., competence) or the same specific leadership style (e.g., interpersonal orientation), we computed a single effect
size by combining the separately computed effect sizes. We then computed an effect size that aggregated all style measures, as well as an
effect size that aggregated all measures that did not assess style. Finally, to provide only one effect size for each study to satisfy the independence assumption of meta-analytic statistics (Hedges & Olkin,
1985), we combined all separately computed effect sizes to create a

study-level effect size for each study (i.e., for each intact study or subdivided part of a study; see prior discussion of partitioning). All combined effect sizes were calculated using Rosenthal and Rubin's (1986)
suggested formula and assuming that the correlation between measures was .42. This correlation was estimated by averaging the correlations between dependent variables either reported in the studies or
derived from coefficient alphas reported for multiple-item dependent
variables used in the meta-analysis.
To reduce computational error, these effect size calculations were
performed independently by Mona G. Makhijani and Bruce G.
Klonsky, who then resolved any discrepancies. The statistical significance and direction of the comparisons between male and female
leaders were also recorded; this information provided the only record
of the comparison for studies that provided insufficient information
to calculate an effect size.
The gs were converted to ds by correcting them for bias (i.e., g's
overestimate of the population effect size, which occurs especially for
small samples; see Hedges & Olkin, 1985). To obtain an overall estimate of the difference in the evaluation of male and female leaders
reported in the available research, we then combined the relevant
study outcomes by averaging the ds. All such means were computed
with each effect size weighted by the reciprocal of its variance, a procedure that gives more weight to effect sizes that are more reliably estimated. To determine whether each set of ds shared a common effect
size (i.e., was consistent across the studies), we calculated a homogeneity statistic Q, which has an approximate chi-square distribution with A;
— 1 degrees of freedom, where k is the number of effect sizes (Hedges &
Olkin, 1985).
In the absence of homogeneity, we accounted for variability in heterogeneous effect sizes by relating them to the attributes of the studies.
To determine the relation between these study characteristics and the
magnitude of the effect sizes, both categorical and continuous models
were tested (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). Categorical models, which are
analogous to analyses of variance (ANOVAs), may show that heterogeneous effect sizes are homogeneous within the subgroups established
by dividing studies into classes based on study characteristics (e.g.,
female vs. male subordinates). The techniques for calculating categorical models provide a between-classes effect (analogous to a main effect
in an ANOVA) and a test of the homogeneity of the effect sizes within
each class. The between-classes effect is estimated by (?B, which has an
approximate chi-square distribution with p — 1 degrees of freedom,
where p is the number of classes. The homogeneity of the effect sizes
within each class is estimated by gwi, which has an approximate chi11
Census data were typically used for estimating the sex distribution
of leaders portrayed in organizational contexts (e.g., business executive
was classified as mainly men). Actual sex distribution of leaders was
used in small group contexts. Global descriptions of leadership roles in
many studies (e.g., "manager") precluded more exact estimates of sex
distributions.
12
Studies having more than one leader for each sex incorporated an
internal replication on the sex of leader variable by representing each
level of this variable by more than one scenario or confederate enacting
leadership. For example, with two leaders of each sex, both John and
George portray male leadership and both Susan and Jean portray female leadership. Studies with multiple leaders for each sex should provide more generalizable conclusions about the impact of leaders' sex.
13
When leader sex was a between-subjects variable, this standard
deviation was computed separately within the male and female leadership conditions and pooled. When leader sex was a within-subjects
variable, the standard deviation was the standard deviation of the differences between the paired observations. These standard deviations
were estimated, whenever possible, only from the portion of each
study's data entering into the effect size.
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square distribution with m - 1 degrees of freedom, where m is the
number of effect sizes in the class. The tables reporting tests of categorical models also include the mean weighted effect size for each class,
calculated with each effect size weigted by the reciprocal of its variance, and an indication of whether this mean differed significantly
from the value of 0.00, which indicates exactly no difference in the
evaluation of female and male leaders.
The continuous models are least squares simple linear and multiple
regressions, calculated with each effect size weighted by the reciprocal
of its variance. Each such model yields a test of the significance of each
predictor as well as a test of model specification, which evaluates
whether significant systematic variation remains unexplained in the
regression model. The sum of squares error statistic, QE, which provides this test of model specification, has an approximate chi-square
distribution with k — p — 1 degrees of freedom, where k is the number
of effect sizes and p is the number of predictors (not including the
intercept). If correctly specified models are not achieved when implementing continuous models (or homogeneity is not achieved within the
classes when implementing categorical models), the results of these
analyses cannot be interpreted as confidently as they would otherwise be.
As a supplementary analysis, we attained homogeneity by identifying outliers among the effect sizes and sequentially removing those
that reduced the homogeneity statistic by the largest amount (see
Hedges & Olkin, 1985). Using such a procedure, Hedges (1987) found
for several meta-analyses on psychological topics that the removal of
up to 20% of the outliers in a group of heterogeneous effect sizes
usually resulted in a high degree of homogeneity. Studies yielding effect sizes identified as outliers can then be examined after the fact to
determine whether they appear to differ methodologically from the
other studies. In addition, inspection of the percentage of effect sizes
removed to attain homogeneity allows one to determine whether the
effect sizes are homogeneous aside from the presence of relatively few
aberrant values. Under such circumstances, the mean attained after
removal of such outliers may better represent the distribution of effect
sizes than the mean based on all of the effect sizes.

Results
Characteristics of the Studies
Before considering the findings reported in research on the
evaluation of leaders, we examined the characteristics of the
studies (or subdivided study units) from which conclusions
about this research will be drawn. Table 1 shows many of these
study characteristics.
As shown by the central tendencies of the characteristics
listed in Table 1, studies generally (a) were published relatively
recently, (b) were published as journal articles, (c) had a majority
of male authors, (d) involved a moderate number of observations, and (e) aggregated a small number of judgments into each
observation. Examination of the dependent variables showed
that the studies typically (a) used the leader's competence as a
dependent variable, (b) did not include a specific leadership
style as a dependent variable but used one or more of several
styles when style was included, and (c) assessed these dependent
variables by having subjects rate the leader's characteristics.
The portrayal of leadership varied in several respects in the
studies in our sample. Although sometimes subjects received
no information about the style of the leader, a variety of different styles were portrayed when this information was given. Although often the masculinity or femininity of the leader's style

could not be discerned, the majority of leader portrayals could
be classified as either masculine or feminine. Typically no information was given about the quality of the leader's performance, but high quality performance was most common when
this information was given. In addition, the studies generally (a)
portrayed leadership roles occupied mainly by men, (b) gave no
information about the sex of subordinates, (c) portrayed firstlevel or line leadership, (d) presented written descriptions of
leaders, and (e) presented a moderate amount of individuating
information.
Examining the group or organizational context of leadership
in the research, our analysis showed that the studies generally
employed an organizational context for leadership with the
leader's interaction with subordinates described to the subjects.
When the context was organizational, the type of organization
was most often business or manufacturing; when the context
was a group, the median group size was 5.
The studies typically used male and female, American, college undergraduate subjects. Examination of the characteristics
of the research design showed that the designs (a) used the same
written description to ensure equivalence between male and
female leadership, (b) did not have multiple leaders for each sex,
and (c) varied leader sex on a between-subjects basis.
Overall Summary of the Relative Evaluation of Female
and Male Leaders
In presenting the findings of our meta-analysis, we first consider the overall difference in the evaluation of female and male
leaders and then report a number of models showing that several characteristics of the studies moderated the small overall
tendency for female leaders to be devalued. The overall analysis, which is the summary of the study-level effect sizes given in
Table 2, allows one to determine whether female leaders were
evaluated less favorably than male leaders on the basis of all of
the reports.14 A difference prejudicial to women is shown by a
positive mean effect size that differed significantly from the
value of 0.00, which indicates exactly no difference (i.e., the
confidence interval did not include 0.00). As expected, evaluations were less favorable for female leaders than for male
leaders, as indicated by the weighted mean of the effect sizes.
This weighted mean was small but significantly different from
0.00; however, the unweighted mean did not differ from 0.00.
As also shown in Table 2, the effect sizes were not homogeneous, and homogeneity was attained by removing 15% of the
effect sizes, a fairly typical meta-anarytic outcome. The removal of outliers produced a somewhat smaller weighted mean
that did not differ significantly from 0.00.1S
14

As explained in the Method section, each study-level effect size
summarized all of the effect sizes comparing evaluations of male and
female leaders for a given intact study or subdivided study unit.
15
Inspection of these outliers suggested that they did not differ in
obvious ways from other studies in the sample, except for an unremarkable tendency for them to reflect the stronger predictors of the effect
sizes (e.g., educational, athletic organizational context; autocratic leadership style portrayed; see next subsection for discussion of moderating variables).
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Table 1
Summary of Study Characteristics
Variable and class
Median publication year
Publication form
Journal article
Book chapter
Dissertation or master's thesis
Unpublished document
Mean proportion of male authors
Median no. observations
Median no. judgments aggregated into each observation
Type of dependent variable*
Competence
Satisfaction with leader
Leadership style
Specific leadership style used as dependent variable*
Interpersonal orientation
Task orientation
Potency
Not a style measure
Method of assessing dependent variable*
Rating of leader's characteristics
Coding of subjects' behavior
Leadership style portrayed
Interpersonally oriented
Task oriented
Autocratic
Democratic
Other or mixed
No information
Masculinity-femininity of leadership style portrayed
Masculine
Feminine
Mixed or no information
Quality of leader's performance
High
Medium
Low
Mixed or no information
Sex distribution in leadership role
Mainly men
'
Mainly women
Balanced
Unclear
Sex of subordinates
Men
Women
Both
Unknown or unclear
Level of leadership portrayed
First or line
Second or middle
Third or higher
Ambiguous, mixed, or unknown

Value

Variable and class

Value

1980
94
12
39
2

Stimulus modality
Written
Videotaped
Live
More than one
Amount of individuating information
Considerable
Moderate
Social context of leadership
Small group with leader-subordinate interaction
observed by subjects
Small group with subjects serving as subordinates
Organizational with leadership described
Organizational with leader-subordinate interaction
observed by subjects
Organizational with subjects serving as subordinates
Organizational in more than one context
Type of organizational context
Business or manufacturing
Educational, excluding athletics
Educational, athletics
Other or more than one
Not organizational context (i.e., small group)
Median group size when context was group
Sex of subjects"
Men
Women
Both
Nationality of subjects
American
Canadian
Source of subject population
High school students
College undergraduates
Business or management graduate students
Other graduate students
Managers
Nonmanagerial or mixed employee sample
Other or mixed
Method of ensuring equivalence between male and female
leadership
Same written description
Same script
Both methods
Multiple leaders for each sex
Yes
No
Within- versus between-subjects variation of leader sex
Within
Between
Other, mixed, or unclear

88
6
32
21

.64
80
3
85
58
74
31
23
20
143
214
3
16
16
23
23
24
45
44
45
58
27
7
14
99
98
2
40
7
23
17
30
77
80
46
5
16

37
110
3
28
93
16
4
3
101
5
6
4
31
5
12
4
131
141
6
5
80
12
2
13
9
26
94
48
5
55
92
11
131
5

Note. For categorical variables, numbers in tables represent frequencies of reports in each class.
'The frequencies do not add to 147 because some studies included measures of more than one of our five types of dependent variable (i.e.,
competence, satisfaction with leader, interpersonal orientation, task orientation, and potency). b When studies were subdivided by sex of
subjects, the frequencies were 49 for men, 41 for women, and 131 for both.

There is no completely satisfactory method to compute a
mean effect size that takes into account the nonsignificant
comparisons that could not be represented as effect sizes because of a lack of sufficient information. Nevertheless, one possible solution is to give these studies the value of 0.00 (indicating exactly no difference between female and male leaders).

When this step was taken, the mean unweighted effect size (see
"All reports" in Table 2) became slightly smaller than the unweighted mean (before outlier removal) that omitted these 0.00
values.
Table 2 also reports that slightly more than half C56) of the
comparisons between male and female leaders favored men.
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Table 2
Summary of Study-Level Effect Sizes
Criterion

Value
Known effect sizes

n
Mean weighted d(d+f
95% CI for d+
Homogeneity (Q) ofds comprising d+b
Mean unweighted d
95% CI for mean unweighted d
Median effect size

114
0.05
0.02/0.08
551.41*
0.07
-0.02/0.16
0.02

Known effect sizes excluding outliers
n removed outliers
Mean weighted d(d+)
95% CI for d+
Homogeneity (Q) of ds comprising d+

97
17 (.15)
0.01
-0.02/0.05
123.15

All reports
Mean unweighted d
95% CI for mean unweighted d
Differences favoring male leaders0

147
0.06
-0.02/0.14
75/133 (.56)

Note. Effect sizes are positive for more favorable evaluation of male
than female leaders and negative for more favorable evaluation of female leaders, n = sample size; CI = confidence interval; d = effect size;
d+ = mean weighted effect size; Q = homogeneity of ds.
" Effect sizes were weighted by the reciprocal of the variance. b Significance indicates rejection of the hypothesis of homogeneity. c Frequencies are the number of study-level differences favoring the male leaders divided by the total number of differences. The
proportion appears in parentheses.
*p<.001.

This proportion did not differ significantly from .50, the proportion expected under the null hypothesis.
Impact of Moderating Variables on the Relative
Evaluation of Female and Male Leaders
Classifications of dependent variables. The type of dependent variable produced a significant between-classes effect (see
Table 3). Contrasts showed that the tendency to favor men over
women was larger when the dependent variable was the leader's
competence or subjects' satisfaction with the leader rather than
perceptions of leadership style, ps < .001." Thus, the measures
that were more purely evaluative yielded stronger evidence of
the devaluation of women's leadership. Moreover, the model for
the specific leadership style used as a dependent variable indicated that measures that did not assess leadership style produced a stronger bias in favor of male leaders than did those
style measures that assessed interpersonal orientation, p < .05,
or task orientation, p < .01. Women were perceived as significantly more task-oriented than men.
Portrayal of leadership. The relations between various study
attributes and the evaluation of leaders are given in Table 4.'7
As predicted, the model for the leadership style portrayed was
significant. A priori contrasts indicated that the autocratic style

produced significantly more favorable evaluations of male
leaders than of female leaders than did any of the other four
styles or the portrayals that did not include style information,
ps < .001. Furthermore, the model for masculinity-femininity
of the leadership style portrayed was significant. A priori contrasts showed that masculine leadership styles produced a
larger difference in favor of male leaders than did feminine
styles or styles that could not be classified as either masculine or
feminine, ps < .01.
As also shown in Table 4, the sex distribution in the leadership role produced a significant model. Consistent with our
hypothesis, a priori contrasts showed that the tendency for men
to be more favorably evaluated than women was more pronounced for roles occupied mainly by men than for roles occupied equally by men and women (i.e., balanced), p < .001, or for
roles for which the sex distribution was unclear, p < .001. Because only two studies presented roles occupied mainly by
women, our estimate of evaluations of leaders in female-dominated roles may be unreliable. Yet the studies portraying leadership in roles occupied mainly by men differed significantly
from all other studies combined, p < .001. The model for the
sex of the subordinates did not conform to our prediction that
female leaders would be especially devalued when they direct
male subordinates. Instead, devaluation of female leaders occurred with female subordinates and with subordinates whose
sex was unknown. These evaluations differed from the devaluation of male leaders that was obtained with male subordinates, ps < .001.
Organizational context of leadership. As shown by the significant model for type of organizational context, the preference
for male leaders was larger in the educational, athletic context
than in each of the other three types of organizational contexts,
ps < .001. All of these studies on athletics presented basketball
coaches in the leadership role.18 In addition, business or manufacturing contexts produced a larger difference favoring male
leaders than did other organizational contexts (i.e., nonbusiness
and noneducational organizations or multiple contexts), which
favored female leaders, p < .05.
Characteristics of subjects. The model for sex of subjects,
which was calculated on the study-level effect sizes with units
partitioned by sex of subject (see Method), proved to be significant. A priori contrasts indicated that studies using male subjects produced a larger preference for male leaders than studies
using female subjects, p < .05, or studies using both male and
female subjects, p < .001. The model for the source of the sub16
Contrasts were post hoc unless a priori is indicated. Contrasts that
are not described were nonsignificant.
17
A few models with weak, yet significant, between-classes effects
were omitted because (a) only one class with an extremely small sample
size differed from other classes or (b) the comparisons relevant to our
hypotheses were nonsignificant.
18
These six studies derived from four documents (Cottle, 1982; Parkhouse & Williams, 1986; Weinberg, Reveles, & Jackson, 1984; Williams & Parkhouse, 1988). Two studies used female players as subjects,
and four studies used female and male players. In the studies with
players of both sexes, male players rated the female coach considerably
less favorably than the male coach, whereas female players differed less
in their evaluation of male and female coaches.
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Table 3
Categorical Models for Classification of Dependent Variables

Variable and class
Type of dependent variable"
Competence
Satisfaction with leader
Leadership style
Specific leadership style used as
dependent variable0
Interpersonal orientation
Task orientation
Potency
Not a style measure

Mean
weighted
effect size

Betweenclasses
effect ((?„)

95% CI for rfi+

Homogeneity
within
each class
«2wi)"

n

(di+)

Lower

Upper

79
57
56

0.09
0.10
-0.03

0.05
0.05
-0.07

0.12
0.16
0.01

473.73*
313.72*
104.30*

31
23
20
101

-0.02
-0.09
0.02
0.07

-0.07
-0.16
-0.07
0.04

0.03
-0.01
0.12
0.10

72.63*
32.32
28.24
522.36*

21.11*

18.05*

Note. Effect sizes are positive for more favorable evaluation of male than female leaders and negative for
more favorable evaluation of female leaders. CI = confidence interval.
' Significance indicates rejection of the hypothesis of homogeneity. b Calculated on effect sizes for competence and satisfaction with leader as well as effect sizes aggregated across all leadership style dependent
variables. c Calculated on effect sizes for interpersonal orientation, task orientation, and potency as well
as effect sizes aggregated across all dependent variables not assessing leadership style.
*p<.001.

ject population also was significant. Although studies with
high school subjects produced a stronger tendency to favor
male leaders than did studies with any other type of subjects, ps
< .01 or smaller, this finding may well reflect the organizational context of the high school studies (namely, basketball
teams; see prior model and Footnote 18). In addition, nonmanagerial employees produced a stronger tendency to favor male
leaders than did (a) managers, p < .01, (b) business or management graduate students, p< .05, or (c) college undergraduates,
p<.0l.
Other characteristics. The model for the method of ensuring
equivalence between male and female leadership also was significant: Studies presenting the same written description favored
men more strongly than studies presenting the same script, p <
.05. Finally, two continuous models were significant (see Table
5). Year of publication related positively to the preference for
male leaders: The more favorable evaluation of men than
women increased over time. The number of independent variables in the design (other than sex of the leaders) related negatively to the preference for male leaders: The more positive evaluation of men was stronger in studies with few other independent variables.
Multiple regression model. Although most of our theoryrelevant predictors were relatively independent of one another,
concerns about their possible dependence as well as our desire
to determine how much variability the set of predictors accounted for led us to estimate various multiple regression models. For purposes of such analyses, categorical variables were
dummy-coded. The relatively large number of categorical and
continuous variables that produced significant one-way models
(and the presence of three or more classes for some of the categorical variables) restricted our efforts to test multiple regression models because the number of potential predictors was
quite large in relation to the number of effect sizes. Nonetheless, in Table 5 we present one of the several models we com-

puted. This model entered most of the theory-relevant predictors that produced significant univariate models, namely, leadership style portrayed, sex distribution in leadership role, sex of
subordinates, type of organizational context, year of publication, and number of independent variables. The significant
predictors in this model were leadership style portrayed, sex
distribution in role, sex of subordinates, and type of organizational context. As reflected in the multiple R of .59, this model
was moderately successful in accounting for variability in the
magnitude of the effect sizes, although the test of model specification (QE, see Table 5) showed that it cannot be regarded as
correctly specified.
Discussion
Our review suggests that people do evaluate female leaders
slightly more negatively than equivalent male leaders. Although
this overall trend was small, we found that this bias against
women in leadership roles was considerably larger under specific circumstances. Indeed, a substantial proportion of the
variability in the findings available in this research area can be
accounted for by a few characteristics of the portrayal of leadership and its social and organizational context as well as by attributes of the respondents. We consider first the magnitude of the
overall bias against women in leadership roles and then discuss
the circumstances under which the bias becomes particularly
serious.
Strength of the Tendency for Female Leaders to Be Less
Favorably Evaluated Than Male Leaders
If we consider the entire research literature on the evaluation
of leaders, the tendency for men to be more favorably evaluated
than women was weak, as shown by the several measures of
central tendency reported in Table 2. These values varied from
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Table 4
Categorical Models on Study-Level Effect Sizes

Variable and class
Leadership style portrayed
Interpersonally oriented
Task oriented
Autocratic
Democratic
Other or mixed
No information
Masculinity-femininity of leadership style portrayed
Masculine
Feminine
Mixed or no information
Sex distribution in leadership role
Mainly men
Mainly women
Balanced
Unclear
Sex of subordinates
Men
Women
Both
Unknown or unclear
Type of organizational context
Business or manufacturing
Educational, excluding athletics
Educational, athletics
Other or more than one
Not organizational (i.e., small group)
Sex of subjects'"
Men
Women
Both
Source of subject population
High school students
College undergraduates
Business or management graduate students
Other graduate students
Managers
Nonmanagerial or mixed employee sample
Other or mixed
Method of ensuring equivalence between male and
female leadership
Same written description
Same script
Both methods

Mean
weighted
effect size

Betweenclasses
effect (GB)

Lower

Upper

Homogeneity
within
each class
«2wi)a

95% CI for 4+

26.59***
9
9
18
16
21
41

0.00
0.08
0.30
-0.02
-0.03
0.04

-0.10
-0.01
0.19
-0.12
-0.13
0.00

0.11
0.18
0.41
0.08
0.06
0.08

25.78***
13.68
62.44***
24.71
45.90**
351.46***

32
31
51

0.15
0.00
0.03

0.09
-0.07
-0.01

0.22
0.07
0.07

91.93***
59.94**
386.64***

68
2
37
7

0.09
-0.02
-0.06
-0.19

0.06
-0.31
-0.13
-0.34

0.13
0.27
0.01
-0.04

433.94***
1.50
84.85***
4.83

19
14
26
55

-0.16
0.16
-0.01
0.08

-0.26
0.04
-0.10
0.04

-0.07
0.28
0.08
0.12

26.72
16.46
71.89***
410.21***

70
5
6
4
29

0.04
-0.02
1.03
-0.15
-0.04

0.01
-0.16
0.87
-0.26
-0.14

0.08
0.12
1.20
-0.04
0.06

187.95***
9.12
11.78
10.16*
64.91***

44
41
66

0.15
0.04
0.01

0.09
-0.04
-0.03

0.21
0.12
0.05

325.00***
129.34***
163.37***

1.19
-0.05
0.35
0.01
0.43
0.01

1.01
-0.05
-0.20
0.01
-0.05
0.25
-0.06

1.37
0.04
0.11
0.69
0.07
0.62
0.08

113.96***
154.69***
5.87
1.40
24.61**
24.54***
48.59***

0.07
-0.04
0.02

0.04
-0.12
-0.17

0.11
0.03
0.22

418.99***
101.17***
23.65***

12.06**

25.45*

27.12***

148.45***

14.05*

178.71***
5
63
8
2
9
8
19

-0.01

7.57*
66
43
5

Note. Effect sizes are positive for more favorable evaluation of male than female leaders and negative for more favorable evaluation of female
leaders. CI = confidence interval.
* Significance indicates rejection of the hypothesis of homogeneity. b Calculated on study-level effect sizes that were, whenever possible, partitioned by sex of subject.
*p<.05. **p<. 01. ***;>< .001.

a high of 0.07 for the unweighted mean to a low of 0.01 for the
mean with outliers excluded. Although the weighted mean indicated a significant sex difference, clearly the overall trend
favored men only very slightly. In fact, our overall estimates of
central tendency are very close to those that Swim and her
colleagues (1989) estimated for their more general sample of
studies in which subjects evaluated male and female behavior,
including leader behavior in some studies. Yet it is worth noting
that the tendency for subjects to favor male leaders was stronger

on the more general evaluative measures (i-e., perception of
leader's competerice and satisfaction with leader, see Table 3).
Methodological features of the studies we reviewed should be
taken into account in interpreting the magnitude of the effect
sizes we obtained. Especially important in considering magnitude is the degree of experimental control, because such control
reduces the standard deviations that serve as the denominator
of the effect sizes. Relevant to this control issue is the fact that
the great majority of the studies in our sample presented sub-
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Table 5
Continuous Models on Study-Level Effect Sizes
Simple linear
regressions

b*

Predictor or outcome
Continuous variables
Year of publication
No. independent variables
Categorical variables
Leadership style portrayed*
Sex distribution in leadership roleb
Sex of subordinates0
Type of organizational context11
Additive constant
Multiple R
SE of estimate
Q*

Multiple regression

0.01"
-0.06**

0.13
-0.12

b
0.00
-0.01

b*

0.00
-0.01
0.23
0.21
0.09
0.51

0.06***
0.17***
0.13*
0.35***
-1.47
.59
1.83
357.52***

Note. Models are weighted least squares simple linear and multiple regressions calculated with weights
equal to the reciprocal of the variance for each effect size. In the multiple regression model, the predictors
were entered simultaneously, b = unstandardized regression coefficient; b* = standardized regression
coefficient. Effect sizes are positive for more favorable evaluation of male than female leaders and negative
for more favorable evaluation of female leaders; n = 114.
• 1 = autocratic style, 0 = other styles. b 1 = mainly men, 0 = other distributions. c 1 = female subordinates, 0 = other subordinates. d 1 = educational, athletics, 0 = other contexts. e Significance indicates
model not correctly specified.
*p<.05. **p<.01. ***/><.001.

jects with written descriptions of leaders' behavior. Because the
only features of these portrayals that investigators changed to
vary the leader's sex were generally the leader's name and the
personal pronouns that referred to him or her in a vignette,
most studies reflected a high degree of experimental control.
Although control was no doubt less in the studies in which
leadership was enacted by male and female confederates, even
these studies were relatively controlled because of the training
procedures investigators implemented to ensure equivalence of
male and female leaders' behaviors. Therefore, the studies in
this research literature have a level of experimental control comparable to many studies in other domains of experimental social and organizational psychology and offer considerably more
control than studies in the other areas of leadership research for
which we have performed meta-analyses (leadership style,
Eagly & Johnson, 1990; emergent leadership, Eagry & Karau,
1991).
Given this relatively high degree of experimental control in
studies on the evaluation of leaders, the mean effect sizes we
obtained can be compared with those produced by meta-analyses on related topics in social and organizational psychology
that feature relatively controlled research. In addition to the
comparison with the Swim and associates (1989) meta-analyses
that we already noted, one relevant comparison is with Olian,
Schwab, and Haberfeld's (1988) review of experiments on the
effects of job applicants' sex on hiring recommendations in an
employment-seeking context. In these studies, which typically
presented subjects with resumes to evaluate, the tendency for
male applicants to fare better than female applicants yielded a
mean effect size of 0.41. Another interesting comparison is
with Eagly and colleagues' (1991) review of the physical attractiveness stereotype, which surveyed experimental studies as-

sessing the hypothesis that attractive people are evaluated more
favorably than unattractive people (i.e., the "beauty-is-good" hypothesis). The mean weighted effect size for the physical attractiveness stereotype was 0.58. Thus, the tendency for experimental subjects to devalue women in leadership roles, which produced a mean weighted effect size of 0.07 in our meta-analysis,
is very substantially weaker than the tendencies for subjects to
discriminate against women in a hiring context and to devalue
physically unattractive people. Moreover, Eagly's (1987) overview of various mean effect sizes produced by meta-analyses in
social and personality psychology suggested that they ranged
from roughly 0.00 to 1.20, and mean effect sizes for sex-of-subject differences ranged from 0.13 to 1.19. According to these
comparisons, as well as Cohen's (1977) suggestion that effect
sizes of 0.20 should be labeled small, this meta-analysis produced a very weak overall effect.
Confirming our judgment that the overall preference for
male leaders was small, our analysis of the direction of the
effects proved that direction was quite inconsistent: 56% of the
reports favored men and 44% favored women. \et the effect
sizes, which centered around a slight devaluation of women,
were relatively consistent in their magnitude, as shown by the
fact that a homogeneous set of effect sizes was achieved by
removing 15% of the values, a fairly typical meta-anarytic finding (see Hedges, 1987).

Impact of Type of Dependent Variable on the Evaluations
of Male and Female Leaders
In addition to general evaluative measures, the studies in our
meta-analysis included more specific evaluative measures
assessing perceptions of leadership style. These measures as-
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sessed relatively circumscribed aspects of subjects' perceptions
of good performance. For example, for ratings of interpersonal
orientation, typical measures assessed perceptions of the
friendliness and accessibility of leaders and their concern for
subordinates' welfare. For ratings of task orientation, typical
measures assessed perceptions of tendencies to have subordinates follow rules and procedures, maintain high standards,
and make leader and subordinate roles explicit. For two of our
three categories of these specific stylistic attributes (i.e., interpersonal orientation and potency; see Table 3), the sexes were
not perceived to differ. However, for the remaining category,
task orientation, our findings countered the general prediction
that men would be evaluated more favorably: Women were perceived as significantly more task-oriented than men.
The tendency for women's leadership behaviors to be perceived as somewhat more task-oriented than men's equivalent
behaviors may reflect a tendency to contrast women's leadership behavior from the female stereotype and thereby to view
this behavior as more extreme (see discussion early in this article). Subjects thus exaggerated the extent to which these women
"took charge" in an agentic and task-effective manner. If it is
task-oriented behavior that people identify most closely with
leadership (Stein & Heller, 1979), this slight exaggeration of
women's task orientation would be consistent with the attributional principle that the less expected an act, given the constraints of the actor's role or situation, the stronger are perceivers' inferences that the actor's dispositions correspond to
the actor's actions (Jones & Davis, 1965). Thus, because of the
presumed constraints of female gender, prototypical leadership
qualities may be ascribed more strongly to female occupants of
these roles than to male occupants.
Impact of Other Study Attributes on Evaluations of Male
and Female Leaders
Leadership style portrayed. Our findings provided support
for the gender-role congruency hypothesis that women are negatively evaluated when they exhibit masculine leadership styles.
When we classified leadership styles as masculine or feminine
by gender-stereotypic criteria (see Footnote 10), our findings
showed that women were devalued more (relative to men) when
exhibiting masculine styles than they were when exhibiting
other leadership styles, including feminine ones. Yet we presented a more specific prediction about the effects of leadership
style portrayals based on Eagly and Johnson's (1990) finding
that on the average, women lead in a more democratic and less
autocratic style than men do and their suggestion that an attitudinal bias might underlie this finding. Such an attitudinal bias
would take the form of disapproval directed specifically toward women who lead in an autocratic and directive manner,
which would be particularly disruptive to traditional patterns
of gender deference. Indeed, our findings substantiated this
logic: The tendency to devalue female leaders was larger when
leaders behaved in an autocratic manner than it was when
leaders behaved in accord with any other style.
As we expected (see discussion early in this article), leading
in a feminine manner did not create a disadvantage for men
relative to women: Our data indicated that subjects evaluated
women and men equivalently when they carried out leadership

in more stereotypically feminine styles (i.e., democratic and
interpersonally oriented leadership). These findings are thus
consistent with our logic that whereas feminine styles ameliorate female leaders' role conflict, they do not compromise male
leaders' success. It appears that all other factors being equal,
men may have greater freedom than women to lead in a range
of styles without encountering negative reactions.
This asymmetry in reactions to women's and men's leadership styles resembles Ridgeway's (1982) findings on conformity
and status attainment in small groups. Ridgeway found that
friendly, cooperative, interpersonally oriented behavior enhanced women's status and their influence over other group
members but had little or no impact on men's status and influence. According to Ridgeway, this stereotypically feminine behavior served to demonstrate women's group-oriented motivation and their lack of self-oriented motivation in a potential
leadership situation. This proof of acceptable motivation was
evidently a prerequisite for effective leadership by women.
Men, in contrast, were not suspected of having self-aggrandizing motives and were not required to prove their group-oriented motivation, because group members perceived them as
having an inherent right to lead. From Ridgeway's perspective,
the ability of feminine leadership styles to ameliorate female
leaders' potential role conflict may stem from the specific
meaning these styles convey—namely, that a leader is concerned about the success of the group and not about enhancing
personal power and status.
Sex distribution in leadership role and type of organizational
context. Consistent with our gender-role congruency hypothesis, the tendency for men to be more favorably evaluated than
women was greater for roles occupied mainly by men than for
roles occupied equally by both sexes, or for roles where the sex
distribution was unclear. These findings are consistent with the
conclusions of earlier reviews highlighting the less favorable
evaluations that women receive when they violate gender-role
expectations by being interviewed for or working in a maletyped job (e.g., Landy & Farr, 1980; Nieva & Gutek, 1981; Ragins & Sundstrom, 1989; but see Olian et al., 1988).
To gain some insight into the specific type of male-dominated roles that produced this bias against women, it is helpful
to examine in addition the model for type of organizational
context of the studies. These findings indicated that the more
favorable evaluation of men than women was more pronounced in the school and college athletic context than in any
of the other organizational contexts that were examined. Because only six athletic studies were available, all of which examined evaluations of basketball coaches (e.g., Parkhouse & Williams, 1986; Weinberg, Reveles, & Jackson, 1984), thegeneralizability of the finding to all athletics is hazardous. Nonetheless,
this devaluation seems consistent with the substantial decrease
in the proportion of women in coaching positions during the
period when the studies were conducted (Acosta & Carpenter,
1985; Hart, Hasbrook, & Mathes, 1986; Holmen & Parkhouse,
1981). Men now constitute a solid majority of coaches in
women's interscholastic and intercollegiate sport. Given this
decreasing proportion of women who coach women's and girls'
athletic teams and society's ambivalence about women's participation in sports emphasizing power, strength, and speed, such
as basketball (Coakley, 1982; King & Chi, 1979; LeUnes & Na-
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tion, 1989; Ostrow, Jones, & Spiker, 1981), this tendency to
derogate female coaches should not be surprising. Perhaps athletes' biases against female basketball coaches are due in part to
stereotypes perpetuated by the lack of exposure to successful
female coaches (Heilman & Martell, 1986; Williams & Parkhouse, 1988).
Another male bastion, business and manufacturing, generated a greater tendency to favor male leaders than did organizational contexts not involving business and manufacturing or
education. Indeed, managerial roles in business and manufacturing were the male-dominated leadership positions used
most frequently in the studies included in our review. Viewing
the business management position as male-dominated, especially at the upper levels, still is accurate given continuing evidence of the underrepresentation of women in these roles (e.g.,
Morrison & Von Glinow, 1990). The slightly more favorable
evaluation of male business managers than female business
managers shown by our review parallels recent findings indicating that the stereotype of managers remains masculine
rather than androgynous or feminine in business organizations
(Heilman et al., 1989; Powell & Butterfield, 1989).
Sex of subjects and subordinates. Consistent with our reasoning that men, as the sex accorded higher societal status, have
"more to lose" by approving of women in leadership roles, they
showed a stronger tendency to devalue female leaders than
women did. This finding is thus consistent with the general
in-group bias that social psychologists have demonstrated in
several domains (Brewer, 1979; Brewer & Kramer, 1985). It
should be noted, however, that women merely showed no
gender bias and did not favor female over male leaders.
Somewhat puzzling are the findings we obtained for the sex
of leaders' subordinates. Contrary to our hypothesis that subjects would react especially negatively to women who were
given authority over men, subjects favored female leaders over
male leaders with male subordinates, but favored male leaders
over female leaders with female subordinates. We investigated
these unexpected trends separately within the levels of our sexof-subject classification and found no evidence that they interacted with subjects' sex. Perhaps subjects viewed the pairings of
women with men as potentially more interesting and provocative, perhaps for themselves as perceivers or for subordinates.
Another possibility is that subjects engaged in relatively subtle
attributional reasoning that ascribed special competence to
women who are in charge of men because such women have to
be competent enough to withstand the countervailing pressures from the traditional gender hierarchy. \et a parallel attributional logic would suggest devaluing men who lead women
because such men have the gender hierarchy operating in their
favor. Contrary to this logic, we obtained the opposite trend
when men had authority over women.
Quality of leader's performance, level of leadership, and
amount of individuating information. No evidence was obtained for the hypothesis that the devaluation of female leaders
is stronger when the quality of their performance is not known
to be outstanding, or for the contrasting hypothesis that competent, successful women are evaluated especially harshly. Yet the
presence of a number of studies in which performance quality
was varied allowed a reasonably good test of the impact of this
variable. Because Swim and associates (1989) also failed to find
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an effect of this variable in their heterogeneous sample of studies examining the evaluation of male and female behavior, the
idea that bias in evaluations depends on the quality of role
performance should be regarded as empirically unsubstantiated. Yet quality might predict evaluations if interacting conditions were taken into account (see Heilman, Martell, & Simon, 1988). We also failed to obtain increased bias against
women as the level of a leader's position became higher within
the organization.
On the basis of our coding of the amount of individuating
information subjects had available about the male or female
leaders, no support was obtained for the hypothesis that the
bias against women weakens with increases in the amount of
individuating information that perceivers have available. We
had reasoned that in an informationally impoverished situation, gender should be a more important cue for perceivers, and
whatever stereotypic perceptions this cue might elicit should
operate more strongly. As we indicated early in this article, this
hypothesis has been supported in a variety of domains. Our
failure to confirm the hypothesis about individuating information is probably due to the fact that the studies in our sample
were in no case informationally impoverished to an extreme
degree (see Table 1). Because the leader's behavior was described or enacted in all experiments, subjects possessed at
least a moderate amount of individuating information. The exaggeration of stereotypic perceptions may occur only when perceivers possess very little information.19
Other findings. Consistent with the findings we have already presented for the organizational context of the studies,
the class of subjects exhibiting the greatest tendency to favor
male leaders was high school varsity basketball players who
evaluated male and female coaches. Also, the method of ensuring equivalence between male and female leadership produced
a weak, yet significant, model suggesting more bias against
women with written vignettes than scripts enacted by confederates. Because these two types of experiments differed in several
ways, we do not attempt to interpret this trend.
Finally, the tendency for the more favorable evaluation of
male leaders than of female leaders to be larger in more recently
published studies is provocative because it violates the common assumption that equality of opportunity for women has
increased as prejudice and stereotyping have declined. How-

" A tendency for individuating information to lessen bias against
women was found in Tosi and Einbender's (1985) meta-analysis of studies in which subjects evaluated resumes of female and male job candidates. Tosi and Einbender's analysis was based on the number of cues
available to subjects, a count that was derived in part from the number
of independent variables other than sex that were varied in each experiment's design. Each such manipulation should make an additional cue
available to subjects and thereby decrease the impact of sex. Although
we also found that the number of independent variables in the design
related negatively to the bias against women, this predictor was not
significant in our multiple regression model (see Table 5). Moreover,
we do not believe that the number of independent variables yields a
good test of the hypothesis about individuating information in our
meta-analysis because, as we just noted, subjects in the studies we
reviewed generally possessed a substantial amount of information that
was held constant across the experimental conditions.
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ever, caution is warranted in interpreting this trend because
publication year did not remain a significant predictor in the
multiple regression model in which the variable was entered
along with other predictors. This fact suggests that the relation
between publication year and the devaluation of female leaders
could have been an artifact of correlations of year with methodological features of the studies. To the extent that the secular
trend might nonetheless be interpreted in terms of social
change, we suggest that as more women enter managerial roles,
they may be less likely to be regarded as extremely rare exceptions who have proven themselves outstanding by having overcome very serious discrimination. With a larger proportion of
female leaders and managers, these women may instead be
devalued according to the logic we presented early in this article—that is, they may be somewhat disadvantaged by the incompatible expectations they face from the leadership role and
the female gender role.

Conclusion
Although our meta-analysis produced only a slight tendency
for female leaders to be devalued relative to male leaders, our
findings gave considerable evidence of selective devaluation.
Women in leadership roles were devalued relative to their male
counterparts when leadership or management was carried out
in stereotypically masculine styles, particularly when this style
was autocratic and nonparticipative. In addition, the devaluation of women was stronger when leaders occupied maledominated roles and when the evaluators were men. These findings suggest that gender can influence evaluations of managers,
even though this impact does not typically take the form of a
general tendency to devalue women's managerial contributions. Rather, many of these findings are interpretable in terms
of the gender-role congruency perspective that we discussed
early in this article. Thus, gender roles appear to restrict the
options of female managers in the sense that they "pay a price"
in terms of relatively negative evaluation if they intrude on traditionally male domains by adopting male-stereotypic leadership styles or occupying male-dominated leadership positions.
Of course, women may be able to compensate for this unfavorable evaluation by being more competent than their male counterparts, but it is in this sense that the adage about having to be
"twice as good as a man" to obtain advantages such as promotion may have a degree of accuracy. Indeed, as the case of Ann
Hopkins suggests, even a high level of success and competence
may not protect women from the negative evaluations that follow from gender-incongruent behaviors.
To the extent that the findings of this review can be generalized to natural settings, they suggest that female managers may
indeed be victims of unfair evaluations. As women enter maledominated leadership roles, in organizations in which autocratic styles are common and evaluations of performance are
typically conducted by men, the bias these women encounter
may be decidedly nontrivial, given the evidence this review
provides of selective devaluation in experimental studies.
In thinking about the potential generalizability of these findings to natural settings, readers should consider whether the
demands of the experimental settings in which the studies were
conducted may have restrained subjects from showing as much

bias as they would in organizational settings. To the extent that
experimental settings have a normative environment relevant
to evaluating leadership behavior, it would seem to be an environment that fosters fairness toward persons of differing sex (as
well as race and ethnicity). Given that subjects know that their
evaluative behavior is under scrutiny in these experiments, ordinarily by a research project sponsored by one or more professors and graduate students, subjects are no doubt reluctant to
appear prejudiced. Indeed, a desire of experimental subjects to
"look good" (e.g., emotionally adequate, moral, honest, and unprejudiced) has been suggested, especially in terms of Rosenberg's (1969) concept of evaluation apprehension. Of course,
subjects' awareness that the research project pertains to gender
discrimination would be lessened by the nearly universal use of
between-subjects designs in this research literature (see Table
1). Because subjects did not evaluate a woman and an equivalent man, they had no chance to match their response across
targets of different sex. Nonetheless, subjects receiving a description of a woman, especially in a male-dominated managerial role, might well have inferred that their fairness in relation
to women was under scrutiny. In organizations, which in some
cases may have a normative environment that tolerates or even
encourages a certain skepticism about women in managerial
roles, the tendency to evaluate women's managerial performance unfavorably may be more pronounced. It is thus not
unreasonable to argue that experimental studies may produce
an underestimate of perceivers' tendency to evaluate women's
leadership behavior more negatively than the equivalent behavior carried out by men.
Another concern in generalizing our findings to organizational settings is that organizational evaluators often have more
information available to them about managers' performance
than did the subjects in the experiments that were included in
our sample. The majority of these studies used a hypothetical
leader paradigm that presented each subject with a fairly brief
scenario that summarized a manager's behavior and performance. In the studies in which confederates played the role of a
leader, subjects gleaned information about their leader from
relatively brief face-to-face interaction. Although the information available to the subjects in these two paradigms was not
extremely impoverished, it was fairly limited. These experimental settings thus differed from organizational settings, where
evaluators presumably benefit from more extensive interaction
with the employees they evaluate. Consistent with claims about
the effect of individuating information (e.g., Eagly et al., 1991;
Locksley et al., 1980), the more extensive information available
to organizational evaluators could dampen the effect of employees' sex. Nonetheless, biased expectations are often powerful
influences in social interaction (e.g., Snyder, 1984). A prejudiced evaluation based on limited information available in an
early encounter in an organizational setting could set up unfavorable expectations that would prejudice later evaluations
even though they are based on more information.
Finally, we note that this meta-analysis is not informative
about the consequences of selective devaluation of female
leaders. Although these consequences would seem to be negative for women, it is important for future research to determine
how women in leadership and managerial roles react when they
are evaluated less favorably than equivalent men. Women, wish-
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ing to advance in organizations and be treated fairly, may tend
to avoid the behaviors and situations that elicit prejudicial evaluations. Avoidance of an autocratic and directive style, which
elicits devaluation of female leaders, is consistent with Eagly
and Johnson's (1990) finding that women in leadership roles in
fact adopt a more democratic and participative style than men
in these roles. To the extent that women in addition avoid maledominated leadership roles and situations in which men serve
as evaluators, the selective devaluation phenomena that we have
documented in this meta-analysis would serve to preserve the
traditional division of labor and discourage women from seeking positions that offer higher income and status.
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